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Classes May Begin
Two Weeks later
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34USF Students In Who's Who
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer
Thirty-five USF students
have been· recognized for outstanding achievement by being selected for. Who's Who
in American Colleges and
Universities.

Committee Meets Today
.
Will Discuss Calendar
.

)

. By ART FINK

Staff Writer ·
USF students may have two
more weeks of vacation this
summer. Classes for Quarter
I may start September 30, two
weeks after September 16,
when classes were previously
scheduled to start.
Before the dates can · be
changed the Board of Regents
must approve a new calendar
tbr the 1968-69 school year.
This new calendar was proposed in a special session of
the USF -calendar committee
June 13. It will replace the
· present schedule published in
the 1968-69 catalog.

THE BOARD of Regents requested that a new calendar
be written· to more closely follow the schedules 1at University of Florida and Flor ida
· State University.
The · Regents' p r i n c i p l e
objection was to the P.roposed

splitting of the second ·quarter
for Christmas vacation according to Alfred Lawton, associate dean of academic affairs.
The proposed calendar will
be presented to the executive
committee today for approval.
After it is acted on by the executive committee it will then
be sent _to the Board of Regents for final approval.

ACCORDING to Dean Lawton, the calendar should be
approved quickiy, without

waiting for a formal meeting
of the .Board of Regents.

Nominations were made by
organizations,
departments,
deans, chaivmen, and faculty.
Nominees inust be undergraduates wi!Jl at least 90
quarter hours, 12 at USF,
prove academic performance
with at least a 2.8 GPR, and
demonstrate leadership capacity through group participation, thereby proving themselves responsible and ,.potentially valuable members of
their community.

A SELECTION (;01\IMITTEE of representatives from
the area of academics, the
Student - Association, and the

planned 53-day quarter system would be more similar to
the systems used a t University of Florida and Florida
State and thus, mor~ acceptable to the Board of Regents.

Student Affairs , consisting of
two students, two faculty
members and Mrs. Phyllis
Marshall, Director of Student
Organizations, chose from the
75 nominations received.
Mrs. Marshall said the
choices ,vere made last
month. More s tudents· were
chosen this year, because the
number of selections is based
on a · quota alloted according
to the size of the student
body.
Those chosen were:
WILLIAM D. ANTON, senior
in social science, education. a
member of Gold · Key and
other honoraries.
SHARON BA R FI EL D,
French, president of ADP!
sorority.
ROSEANNE B E LS IT 0,
member of the University
Center Committee and the
Catholic Student Organization.
PARTICIA KAY BOWERS, -

USF Admitted ·
To NCAA

Among the many changes in
the new calendar is an elimination of a separate time for
final exams. All exams will be
given ,_vithin the ins tructi<tnal
~ ~~¥%W~~~~f,~f;%-f
.
.!~~t ~ft.t;&".J;:-r.,wf
quarter. ,

f
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Staff Writ.er
The State Senate s ubcommittee on miscellaneous
problems met concerning inconsistent USF student fines
in Por t-O-Call, St. Petersburg
with representatives of the
Student Association (SA) and
the adm inistration.
The results of the s ubcommittee hearing were:
v To a p p o i n t a s ubcommittee to study fines and
fees.
Y' To recommend to t he
Board of Regents three
things : (1) Make fines and
fees uniform at USF, FSU,
and Florida. (2) Have equa l
stud~nt representation on all
university committees. (3)
Have due process in ·the student courts especially the
traffic courts. (The traffic
~ommittee is now made up of
two each from the faculty, adminis tration and s t u d e n t
body, with the tie-breaking
chairman. from the faculty.)
Representing USF were Student Senator Chuck Tonkin,
Representative Ray Hooks,
Vice-Pres ident of Administrative Affairs E lliot Hardaway,
and Dean of Student Affairs
Herbert J. Wunderlich.
The meeting was held in r esponse to two thousand mimeographed letters signed by
USF s tudents protesting fines
and fees levie d against them.
Hooks, representing the SA,
wrote the original letter.
TONKIN'S REPORT to the
s ub-committee dealt with four
major areas : traffic fines,
linen' fees for lost articles,
charges fo r bad checks and
registration fees.
In an ad hoc committee report Tonkin stated, " The

CAROLYN KAY GORI\IAN,
English education, Panhellenic second vice president.
KATHERINE HONEYCUTT, elementary education;
Gold Key.
LEE · ANN HICKOX, theatre, Choice 68, theatre interests.
JAMES HUGH HOOKS, E n-

By JEFF SMITH
"If the quarter is 53 days in
Staff Writer
length, the examinations must
USF has been admitted to the National College Athletic
be scheduled within those 53
Sept. 22 President's Condays," said Frank Spain, diAssociation (NCAA) , USF officials said Monday.
rector of admissions-registrar.
' Dr. Richard Bowers, director of physical education and
"There will be , no common
athletics, said he received a letter this weekend from Walter
Byers, NCAA executive director, verifying USF's acceptance.
final period provided and fiUSF, as a District III member, will now be eligible to comnals will be optional with each
M
class 1· pete in post-season NCAA . tournaments and competition, and·
professor."
fl
USF athletes will be eligible to compete individually in NCAA
~ -~nd
T H E . COM~Il'ITEE exchampionship events.
pressed col)cern over the
NCAA ADMISSION rules require a school seeking memberIn a first step toward
needs of the 4,000 resident stuship to receive votes from at least 50 per cent of the approved changing the quar ter system
dents at USF. In order to reNCAA universities and college in its districts, and two-thirds of the Student Association (SA)
lieve some of the pr essure
those votes must favor admitting that school for membership. Commission for Internal De~ Jan . 6 First day of class
t hat is on the students, the
1
The University was permitted to apply for NCAA member- velopment will present its reccommittee·
established · a
~:~cl~O 20 inaJp~rt ~i t:~
ship in a surprise move. by USF P res. John S. Allen , who has ommendations · to the State
week-long vacation between ,f
II !).{ kept a. strong hand on the school's intercollegiate sports pro- Council of Dea ns of Academic
Quarter II and Quarter III.
I
gram.
Affairs in Tallahassee, July 8.
Due. tq_ the-ruling _of the e~Bowers said he expected the letter last month, but added
Student Senator Steve Anecutive committee, - eliminatfhat he dicla't t!:'ink USF \1;;ould h~ e any trouble being accepted · -derson tne ' commisslo·n chair·-'
March 31 _· Registration t.l when he hadn't received
ing a scheduled final examiany statement from NCAA headquar- man, ;viii present the recomf,
i
April 1 Frrst day of class tf
nation period, there was conters by last week.
m endations of the commission
siderable discussion of reduc- j June 12 End of Quarter t,;:'
SOME_UNIVERSITY 6ffi~ials said they_thought USF's s~c- to the Council who may then
ing the number of days in a
cer success had much to do with USF applymg for membership. refer the report to the Board
June 13
Graduation
quarter.
The team, in three years, has won two consecutive state of Regents.
championships,
has a 26-6-1 record, and has lost only one state
"I am sure that the council
The Board of Regents regame in the last two years.
will cooperate with our recquires a state university to
June 16
Regis tration
USF's soccer team :got its biggest boost this sea.sort when it ommendations " said Anderoffer at least 50 days of inJune
17
Firs
t
day
of
class
defeated
NCAA co-champion St. Louis 1_-0 here last _November. son. "They ar~ afraid to t ake
struction e;i.ch quarter. FloriNearly 2,000 spectators were on hand smce St. Loms had won action because it may result
da Tech has reduced their f} July 4 Independence Day
.
Holiday ~,, the NCAA title five times. . _ .
.
in t hem taking very drastic
quarters to 50 days according ~P
i
Aug. 29- E nd of Quarter IV ·
ALLEN MADE several s1gmhc~nt spo~ts ~hanges t)1is ~ear. action like leaving the quarter
to Dr. Spain.
$
-Besides allowing NCAA membership application, he permitted system ."
However, the committee ~f:f&'":..<m~~*:~~:?~~: ~~f~~:1.r-~~. ,_...
us·F coaches one additional scholarsh ip per sport, said all
Anderson stated that he was
mem.bers . stated that t he
sports scholarships could be split to include more athletes, and sure the Council would be
allowed on-campus games F riday afternoons:
willing to . comprom ise on the
Soccer coach Dan Holcomb was unavailable for comment recommendation. "I don't
since he left two weeks ago on an out-of-state trip._ 1:folco~b . want a compromise . I want
said earlier this year that he hoped the USF admm1strat1_on them to accept both r ecomwould allow the Unversity to apply for NCAA membership. · mendations ," Anderson said.
Several Brahman swimmers qualified for the NCAA Swim
After six weeks of careful
Championships in both the University and College divisions this study and evaluation of the
year, but they were unable to compete because USF wasn't an quarter system -as adminisNCAA member.
.
tered at present in Flor ida.
USF competes in soccer , cross country, men·s and women's the commission asked USF
question in our minds is
Tampa banks service charg- tennis , baseball, swimming and golf.
Pres. John S. Allen to present
whether these fines are rea- es for ba d checks, Tonkin
the following recommendasonable in light of fines and added, range from $2 to $4.
tions.
fees levied by surrounding However, the University busiv That the universities remunicipalities, and other state ness manager insists it costs
m ain on the quarter system
universities .
the school an average of $5
for one more trial year, endAfter a five-week study to for each bad check to be procing during Qua rter ·m.
deter mine the jus tification of essed.
the fines and fees he presentHIS STUDY showed the
SENIOR AND graduate stuBy OSCAR ROS
ed t he problem to them be- University of F lorida and
/
dents
could have gotten their
cause "we hope that this ac- Florida State charge no fee
Associate Editor
registration packets before
tion would · encourage. the a d- . for adding or dropping coursA sense of surprise was felt registration time. A time had ·
ministration to do something es after classes begin. USF
by
administrators and regis- been set aside at the end of
about these fines . which we charges $10 for dropping a nd
tration
workers when they saw Quarter III for senior and
consider to be excessive."
adding a course.
the mob lined outside the graduates to pick up their
"WE HOPED to help along
The other two universities
the very slow wheels of edu- have ,a late registration fee of Gymnasium (GYM) at 12 · ·pa ckets.
The Board of .Regents ReThe Quarter I schedule will visions Committee will meet
cation which appears . to rare- s·2s. USF plans to increase its •noon on registration day.
Approximately 5,200 stu- appear in The Oracle in early
ly move unless pushed by charge, per course, to $25.
next Monday to accept or re;
dents
were processed by the August. The schedule will r e- ject the proposals cit a state
someone. We .also hope that
AFTER THE m e e t i n g
perhaps you can find answers Hooks stated, "I'm glad we registration workers that day. flect the latest information • ad hoc committee to change
And USF still has one six- gathered by the Recor ds Of- the Regents' Operating Manuto our questions and solutions went, but I don 't think we acweek
and three-3 weeks regis- fice, but the information may al.
to our problems, where we as complished anything. What is
tration
to look forward to.
s tudents cannot. "
be changed due to circumneeded is not another patch
The committee is composed
INABILITY · to serve the stances beyond the · control of of students, administrator s
Tonkin told the committee on the existing system, but
that students are charged $2, rather another system that al- students appropriately , after that Office.
repres·e nting Florida's state
$5 and $10 for fi r st, second lows people to participate.
the approving lines was one of
Lucas advises st udents to universities, and delegates
and subsequent parking violaHook~ commented fa vorably the main setbacks , Ja mes be flexible in their course se- fro m t he Regents .
tions. He feels that even the on sub-committee Chairman 'Lucas, assistant registrar for lection, so that if there is a
SA Pres. Scott Barnett rep$2, $3 and $5 recommended Sen. George L. Hollahan's record, said.
·
change later during registra- resents USF.
fines by the University to the suggestion that the UniversiBarnett attended-a proposed
Also, there was no even dis- tion, alterations can be made
Boa rd · of Regents was too ty's committees s hould be tribution of s tudents s ince in the students' schedule.
revisions · conference of the
high.
equally s tudents and faculty. they all came at 12 noon and
The schedule is coming out Board of Regents Manual,
had to be taken care of ):lur- late in the summer because of June 13, in Tallahassee.
Barnett attended the first
r iedly.
the u ncertainty bf the opening
No appointments w er e of the Social Science Building. working session along with ·
mailed out Quarte r IV beALONG WITH their regis- seven other delegates · from
cause there aren't usually t ration a ppointment for Quar- student bodies, administrathat ma ny s tudents coming to ter I, the students will receive _tions and Regents.
On Apr il 19 Barnett attendthe summer sessions. Howev- a postcard that can be mailed
ed a m eeting of SCSBPer,
students
should
have
realback to the University reStu Thayer, editor of The tion majors and people who
Coun cil of Deans Conference.
Oracle, said there is a need wish to make news paper w·ork ized that there was going to questing a class schedule.
During the general discussion
be a mob a t noon and should
for reporters and free lance their career.
. All students a t t e n d i n g of university problems a subphotographers during Quarter
Photogra phers with their have spaced themselves ac- school Quarter I are urged to committee was appointed to
IV. Reporters during the own equipment are needed cordingly to avoid the crowd- follow the following tips , work out a m utually agreesummer cannot be paid be- also .. They will be paid ac- ed situation.
Lucas said :
able document for presentation
cause of lack of funds, howev- cording to the pictures they
Lucas urges all students to
yr Read the registration .into the state council of Unier the time put in on the s ubmit.
take advantage of the pre- structions carefully.
versity Presidents for t h e i r
newspaper could qualify the
Anyone wishing to apply fo r
paymeat deal offered by the
v BE FLE:\lBLE sched- endorsemen t and then to the
person for a paying job in the either position should go to University, tha t way a student uling classes,
Regents for adoption.
fall . Also, the experience on Univerity Center 222 for de- does not have to stand in line
yr Keep appointment time
One of the proposed am endThe Oracle will benefit educa- tails.
after the approving clerks.
for r egistra tion,
ments (student welfare) s tat-
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Lines Beyond Checkers

✓ cause

glish-speech, reader's theatre. assistant managing editor.
theatre . productions, chairman
LINDA ANN THORNTON,
of S.A. · major events commit- humaniti~s. S.A. legislature,
tee.
University Center Committee,
GEORGE WILLIAM HOO- . Chorus.
VER, zoology, S.A. Gold Key,
CHARLES EDWARD
APO service fraternity.
TONKIN, management and
ELIZABETH NORMA JAR- pre-l aw, S.A . . Senator, SRG,
DINE, political science, Uni- Young Republicans, member
of liberal arts council.
versity Center Committee.
ALFRED ·W. TORRENCE,
RICHARD F. JONES, theatre arts,, theatre productions. politi ~al . science, Gqld Key,
ANDREW M. PETRUSKA IFC recording secretary.
III, English-humanities, S.A. . . CAROL LEFILS WATSON:
President protem, one of this elementary education,' sororiyear's five outstanding se- ty president.
niors, o~e of the founders of
JOHN HALPT, theatre arts,
men's honorary and leadership theatre productions.
fraternity.
RICHARD LEHl\-IAi'I', JR.,
IBENE POMERANTZ, speech-radio, golf team , Anmarketing, for mer finance dr os athletic chairman, WUSF
committee head.
staff, now studying in FlorSALLY JO POWER, ad- . ence.
vanced basic studies, Episilon
LAUREN LESLIE, psycholstandards board committee. · ogy, member of S.A.
LINDA MARCIA PULIN, '·- LYNDA KAY LONG, Enmath education , Gold Key. ·
glish-speech education, · forCHARLES R. RODGERS, mer Miss Aegean, Baptist
E nglish-library, Gold Key, Student Association.
University Center program diJANET M. McFARLAND,
rector .
English education, S.A. , reliLINDA M. SCHREER, ele: gious activities.
mentary education.
BARBARA ANN MOIJSUSAN SHAW, .special edu- NAR-1, social science educacation, S.A. representative.
tion , fi nance committee, last
LESLIE ANN TAYLOR, year's best'dressed girl.

Anderson Subinits Plan
For Quarter Revisions·

Sub-Committee Meets
To Discuss Fees, Fines
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM

English theatre education·, a cademic chairman of Gamma
Hall.
ELIZABETH CLEVEJ;,AND,
elementary educ_ation, member of Gold Key and the University Center program. committee.
CYNTIDA LOUISE CONRAD, French; secretary of
Panhellenic.
.l\lA1'1UEL DINER, pre-law,
IFC president, Gold Key.
THOI\IAS W. DOBSON, JR.,
economics, president of Phi
Delta Theta fraternity, acting
public relations secretary for
S.A., a former Congressional·
page.
MARIO R. GA R C I A,
speech-journalism education,
Oracle managing editor.
PHYLLIS FAYTHE GOO.
GEL, math .education, member of University Center Committee.
... --..

Poor Registration

v During this year at- expressed very grave concern
tempts should be made to cor- about the problems of the
rect the failures of our pres- quarter system , according to
ent system.
Anderson, and has promise d
v Dur ing March 1969, the his cooperation with the comBoard of Regents should call m ission.
for a vote among the -various
The Commission for Interuniversities in order to deter.- nal Development has done re_mine whether they should re- . search,. into both the course
main on the quarter system. . adjustments being rnade in
the Quarter system and its efi,;,,, That all three segments
fects
on the Co-op program.
of the university community,
the faculty, administration,
The results of the research
and the s tudent body should into the course adjustments
haye an equal voice in the de- found that, while some memcision.
bers of the faculty have made
efforts to adjust their materi:
i..- That the Board of Regents should ta ke the vote into al to meet the demands of the
consideration wlren making a new system, the major ity
have not.
decision.
According to the committee
The Commission investigated ·many facets of the the majority of courses being
quarter system . They ques- administered at USF are the
tioned faculty and s taff mem- same as they were under the
bers, as well as students, in Trimester.
order to find the most comThe Commission also broke
. mon complaints.
the course being offered into
Anderson admits that it is categories . and found that
argued that the quarter sys- many of the adjustments were
tem is more practical finan- made in the wrong direction.
cially than other system.
Over 34 per cent of the
However. he maintains that courses are four hours. Dr.
this should not be the primary Frank Spain, the Registrar,
consideration .
·
states that the four hour
"If an accent on learn ing is courses are the most ineffiindeed our objective then edu- cient utilization of class room
cation should be our primary s pace.
consideration, with financing
Dr. · Spain and the commisand · management being secon- sion concurred that five hour
dary" Anderson said.
courses are the best solution
USF Pres. John S. Allen has
to USF's problem.

Barnett Attends Rege.nts
Manual Revision Meeting

Photographers, Reporters

Needed For ·Oracle Staff '-

ed that the President of each
institution shall have the authority to expel a student who
has been found to have committed an act which disrupts
or interferes with educational .
or orderly process or operation of the university after he
has been notified of the charges.
" The determin.ition of the
student's guilt or innocence in
the commission of the act
m ay be made by the P resident of the institution after
due process.
Hearings shall be conducted
by the president or an officer
or agency appointed by him
or selected through use of es- ·
t a b 1 i s h e d procedures approved by the president."
' 'All university-administe red
financial support of a student
s o s uspended or so expelled
shall be terminate d as of the
date of the s uspension or expulsion.")
Another amendment dealing
with student publications was
passed to go to the Presidents' Council. P art of the
amendment sta ted "Author ized student publi cations will
!11aintain high standards of liter ary merit and journalistic
responsibility."

The amendment added the
president of the university
will have iinal author ity in
matters relating to student
publi cations. However, he
may delegate this a uthority to
a professional person or to a
board.
The Revisions committee of
the Regents Manual will meet
a gain June 24 at Tallahassee.
The Council of University
Presidents will meet before
them on June 17-21.
Barnett pointed out that
what is not approved by the
Council of University Presidents will be reconsidered and
what is approved will go to
the Board of Regents for app roval.

Dates Announced For
Senior, MA, Photos
Picture.£ for seniors graduating ir1 August a nd M. A.
candida tes will be taken by
Beverly Studios in University
Center (CTR) 223 Wednesday
and Thursday, J une 26 a nd 27
from 9 a .m. to 7 p.m . There is
no cl'targe for pictures used
for the Aegean.
ln(!ivir uals may sign up for
sittings in the Office of Cam pus P ublications, CTR 224.

\
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f;:9llege :Editqrs Poll~d:
Pick .Nixon; Humphrey
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law

named Kennedy as the Demo- _ that as long as the
made
crat's best candidate with it illegal to evade the draft,
Rockefeller given the · best tbey were morally, ethically
chance for the Republicaps. arid legally bound to ' obey the
Kennedy was picked by 74 ·per iaw.
·
Over 42 per cerit felt that
cent in a mythical . r .a c
against Nixon and by ·oo per spite. the law, individuals had
cent in a contest with Rpcke- to decide on the basis of their
feller.
.
own· conscience whether or
Rockefeller would ~~~~rse .
to serve when ,called.
positions in a race with Hum- · _GIVEN THE EXISTING
phrey as 56 per cent named laws, respondents ·to the poll
him the· winner and 44 per did not hesitate when it came
cent favored the vic'e presi- ·fo working within the legal
dent In a race between--tpe· framework of the Sele~tive
two considered the strongest -Service ·Act · and applying for
by the · editors, 00 per cent either ·a legal deferment or-a
gave the nod to Kennedy with conscientious ob)ector status.
OVERWHELMINGLY op- . _ 40 per cent favoring RockefelEjghty-nine pe~ ce?nt sug~
.posed to dr~ting college stu- · ler.
·
- .
gested that they 'ivould much
~ents under the present Selec- ·. Rfl,ndomly sampled from rither work. within the frametive Service Act, coll~ge edi- coll!}ges a n d un\versities work : of th~ existing system
tors still rejected those who throughout the country, · col- tathet than going to jail. Only
would break laws to oppose' lege editors urged complete 11 per cent preferred jail as
the military.
--revision of the present Seiec- opposed to . cooperating with
1
- Student government should tive Service act. Sixty-one l)er -the draft.
have greater · participation\ cent askedJor revision, while - '
Not one college editor statand responsibility in the plan- 12 per cent wanted.to continue
I ning
and .administration of the present method of draft- ed he would leave the, country
college policies and programs ing college students. Twenty- . and head for Canada. Seventy
according to· editors. •
·
seven per cent would have a per cent of the editors thought
The polls show that 73 _per - · v~lu~tar~ military force and that there should be more encent of the editors._ expect el!mmat10n of any type of
Nixon to be the .. Republican · draft.
MOST COLLEGE editors .
choice over Gov. Rockefeller,
and 50 per--cent expect. Hum• preferred having some type of ·
-phrey to win out in a four-way
race for the -Democratic. n01ni- government service providing
. /:
nation. ,
they could choose whether it
was military or non-military.
Sen. Kennedy .t railed the Fifty-six per cent wanted to
. vice president with a 37 and- decide themselves while only .
The; . proficiency test for
a-half per cent chance of wih- 19 per cent would institute a
s,vimming · will be given next
ning the nomination, followed 1
ot_tery s~stem., _
..
· by Sen. McCarthy with nine
Weanesd11y trom 1 :30 to 3
per cent antl Presid~t _John- _ When 1t came to d~c!dmg p.m. in the' Natorium·,, Regisson with three and-a-half per - wh1ther to act on their own tration will be at the pool.
·
cent
·
_. ·
· : con·science and break a law or
The Gymnasium lockers
·
.
act within the legal frame. WHILE McCARTHY was a .. work, editors · were more \vilf be available, but partici, strong front-runner as the edi- · closely divi~ed. Fifty-eight pants . must bring their own
tors' personal choice; -they per ~ nt of the students felt towels. LD., cards must be
presrnted.
\.
· Registration for· proficiency
test fa archery, bowling, fencing·, .basketball, golf and t ennis · should be made in the
Physical Education Office
prior to next Wednesday at
nooµ.
·
Sandals·
Vests
-'l'he tests will be given at
Bcigs . ·
Belts
7~30 p.m. next Wednesday in
Hair Pieces
Skirts
PED 114. Individuals will be
Ear W.ires
Moccasins
required to take a motqr ski.µ
• "' - _, ALL .ITEMS CUS10M MADE, ~ ·-~-~ ,...,,.
· proficilmcy test. npon-successful completion ·of a written ex306 DALE MABRY.
amination.
_More and more students
_across the nation are making
the news and . the public is ·
turning to them for opinions.
Newspaper editors for college
papers have · been polled by
Associated Collegiate ·. Press
- on· varied subjects. Here are
the results of that poll.
Richard M_- Nixon and Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey will be nomin.a ted by
their respective· political par·ties as presidential candidates
and Humplirey will win the
election ~ccording to editors
o.f the nation's college a n d
university newspapers.
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Proficiency .
.
Exams For -

PE Announced
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. -vdlvement- by students in the
running _of_0eir sch~·ols.

TYPE
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PARTICIPA·
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The Rust!y Strings, a folk
trio from Georgia Tech, will
give a free concert Friday at
8 p.m • .in the Business Audito- .
rium. The group has, been
playing together for · three
years and all three will be Seniors at Georgia Tech in the
fall. They I;iave pl_ayed at
night clubs in Georgia and
recently at clubs in Tampa.
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Giant Hai:nburger
(6 Oz.) •.•••••••.• _•. 50 ,
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Fried Fish Fillet ; .... ~40
Ham & Swiss Cheese • .·.50
Roast Beef . . • • • • • • .65
Kosher Corned Beef •.• .60
.Sli~e_d·Jurkey ••• ·•.•-. ~ .60·
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Large Subm~rine • ~ • • .65 ·
lt~lian Sausage ••• ~ • .65
Big St. John .......• -.55
Roast Pork .._. . . . . . . .65
Kosher Pastrami . • . . .55
'
Sliced Chicken . . . . . . ·.60
Frankfurter ....•. : . .35

Tampa's Best Cuban
Mixed ••••••• ·• •••
I
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professionals and trainees for
the purpose of _conversing in
English.
An individually . centered,
non-academic learning situation is established · as the
American volunteer · and forejgn. · student come together
weekly for one hour. Similar
programs are in operation at
the ,Riv~rside Church in New
York City and at the Baptist
S_tudent Center in Gainesville.

posed hours are 4-8 p.m. on
Mondays, 4-6 p.m. on Tuesdays and from 9-11 a.m. on
Thursdays.
Applications are being accepted for volunteers who are
willing to give one hour a
week in conversation. All foreigners who wish to improve
their English are encouraged
to.attend.
Further information may be
obt;iined from Mill Judy Wooldridge at the Baptist Student
Center, 988-6487.

ffiERLE noRmAn
Cosmetic Studio
Home of the
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY

THE PROGRAM IS
scheduled to · begin July 1
at the Baptist Student Center

HORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MAU.
1913 FLORIDA AVENUE
Phone 932-2232

RRACE
'C
cut-rate liquors ·
8448 56th S~reet
TEMPLE TERRACE
. CUT_RATE LIQUORS
Next To· Pantry Pride _

5326· Busch Blvd.

· t.his summer lie back and watch your .
dollars add up •.•

'Small' Art
Exhibit·Opens
In Library

" Srrian. Paintings for Museum Collection," from the
American Federation of Arts,
-will be exhibited in the Library
Gallery Tuesday through July
4.
The "s m a 11" paintings,
under· . 42 inches _includi_ng
frames, vary, in_- tyPe from the
realistic '.'Big. , :Hom Mountaih" " ot"Shaf6n-"Yates"·'a'ncf
"Portrait of Toad" by Gertrude Tonsburg to the ab,
stract "Blue, 'Green, Yellow';

~~-

1
th; 1./l~i:~~;~;m~n1u~ein~
circulated throughout the entire l[nited States, and each
institution which shows the
· exhibition will 'receive a paint. ing from the exhibition for
their collection. Each year
· : nine new paintings will be
added to. the collection, to replace those given away to in~
stitutions. The exhibition ,vill
never contain more than 27
paintings.

,,

Sam Adams, St. Petersburg
Times reporter and committeeman of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,
,viU als~ speak.
·

-

En joy more carefree
, hours, now and tomorrow, with
.a Savings Account here. Save regularly ••• watch how: interest, compounded regularly, helps your money
keep growi_ng, foster.

. "How Far Is Your Reach?"
is the theme for the Andros
Center conference.Approximately 150 Florida
sophomore 'and junior high
school delegates will · attend,
rep r e s en taincluding
tives from most Tampa high
schools.
·

Taste
that
beats
the
others
cold!

·We're your
full Service Bank

*-

EXCHANGE
.BANK ::~'tr

The Red Cross sponsors the
0
~
Saving Accounts • Auto Loaru • Personal Loans
leadership training conference
Mtnd••r
, Checking Acc9unts • Home Loans • S.afe Deposit
annually at a dlffererrt Flori9385 - 56th St. .
. da co}! e~e.
, .,
-98&-i 112·
Further details may be obtained from Miss Ann Menard, 229-7702.
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F.o reign_s·porfs Cars and Sedans

Electronic
Ana-l ysis

Competition
Preparatio~-

.......

----Special----

GT-1

..

75c _·.

~, -

10200 - 30th Street

PEPSI•
COLA
Pick up an extra carton today!
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- NOWOPEN -

Jim's Foreign Car Repair
14223 N. FIQrida Ave.

·
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S:a nd~ich Shop

.NOW OPEN
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TH-J.S JS 1.\?RH~Jt:,S ·

65c
Honest-toi
Pepsi taste!
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CASTROL
OIL

~- Tampa~s Fi•n est

0
_SI!

.81I -JUNE'68.

C·O MPL·ETE BANK f·N·G SERVIC,ES

The Theatre Gallery is also
housing an art exhibit. It is a
one:hlan-Faculty Exhibition of
paintings by Mernet Larson,
assistant professor of Fine
Arts. The exhibit will run·
through June 28.

I .

....

.

Conference .

Among the other artists in; ,
eluded in the exhibition are
Robert Barnes, Jack Beal;

I

s

.50

Members of the Davis
Islands Branch of the National League . of -Arheri~alf: Pen
Women are exhibiting oils _a nd
acrylics in the UC Gallery
throughout thew~. The. gallery hours" are 8
·s
. p.m. -

.has established a program entitled "Eng).ish in Action." It
is aimed at a one-to-one relationship between American
and ~ternational _· students,

Leadershi"J:,

BillA:l Richard
Bengston,Merkin
Jim Huntington,
and

Baked Ham ... .' •• ·. •

10\ving the watermelon party
the UC Movies Committee
presents· "Poppy," : starring
W. C. Fields. The free movie
will ·be ·., ~hciwn on Crescent
Hill. : -·-,. ·..

·.;.

a_.m. ,~~
1a.m.

._·_9pen 9'
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USF Holds

OFF CAMPUS,,DINING! ;~;f0rl:~~t~:~n~~:: :~'. . rii,
I

'

Highiights (:TR Events ·

a.m.\ to

.f~e~~~:~d;o~~f:~~c:~ :i
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TION xanged from,39 per cent
who felt students should be
'The group will also make a
·represented on a faculty se- short app·e arance during the
lection committee to- 100 per
cent _for representation on supper hour in the University
co~mittees concerned ,vith Center (CTR) Cafeteria and
disciplinary rules for stu- also in Fontana Hall.
''For·: L~ve · or'• Mone;,;, is
dents.
;
John ~Frasca; Pu Ii t z e ~ this week;s 'movie Friday ·arid
Tl1e editors_ voted - 90 _.p er
Prize-,vinning Tampa Tribune Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. in
cent for particip_ation on- curColumnist, will be the · fea~
riculum committees . for the
tured speaker at the UC Spe- F ine Arts Humanities 101.
developmen1- of courses -and
This comedy finds Kirk
course conten_t; 87 per cent on cial Events Committee's
"Meet
the
Author"
program
Douglas
trying to marry off
plaimtng al}d · building comon Friday at 2p.m. in CTR
mittee for facilities; 80 per 255.
Mitzi Gaynor, Leslie Parrish
cent on faculty evaluation
and Julie Newman to three elcommittee, and 70 per cent on
Mr. Frasca will discuss his
faculty senate or academic · novel, "The Mulberry Tree." igible bachelors. Admission is
50 cents. .
· councils,
Free watermelon will be
As to the. degree of partici- provided in the CTR Dining
" The Black Friars" will
pation, 00 per cent felt the Room from 7 ,t o 8 p.m. on play at the dance held in the
students .. should be full mem- S u n d a y. Immediately fol- · CTR Ballroom from 9 p.m. to
bers of each ·committee with
midnight on Saturday. Admisequal voting strength per man
sion:is 50 cents.
as faculty and administration
"LSD: ~nsight or· Insanity"
members; :30 per cent stated
be shown a t 11 a .m. and 2
will
that students should be exp.m.
in ~R 252 on Monday, ·
officio members of compresented
. by the UC Special
mitte~s with ·full privilege of
Events
Committee.
discussion without vo t i n g
rights, and 10 per cent said
stticieTl~s should be minority
members \Vitti half votes. , .
Many editors footnoted the
USF will host the sixth anquestionnaire with the opinion nual Leadership Training Concommittees should be com- ference for Florid<!- high
·posed . of equal representation school students June 23 to 26.
from the administration, facJohn M. Manthei, National
ulty and student body.
Director of Red Cross Youth,
will deliver the keynote address.

- are represented , by worfill
such as "Emblem-Divided

·- ..
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Program For Self-Help In

Ph. 932-0385

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to "Director, campus Publica•
tiOns, CTR 223" no later than Wednesday noon for publication the following
Wednesday.
Send news items d irect to "Editor,
The Orac le, CTR 222," ext. 619.

· Official Notices
SENIOR PORTRAITS for the 1969 Aegean will be Wednesday and Thur sday,
June 26-27, from B a .m . to noon and 1
to S p.m. in the Aegean office, CT R
221.

Seniors and M.A. candidates who ex•
peel to be graduated in August may
sign u p now in the Office of Campus
Publications, CTR 223, for sitting appointments. There will be no charge.
The pholovrapher will lie on campus
again in October and in January to
ta ke portraits of students who will be
graduated in Quarters I, II, and Ill.

Campus Date Book
Times and places of organ izations
meeting regula r ly are posted on the
University Cente"r lobby bulletin boards.
TODAY
PTA Conference, 8 a .m., CTR and
RAN r ooms; leadership discussion, 7:30
p.m., BSA; dislricl-counlY council, 9:30
p.m., Andros.
·
Veterans Club, 2 p.m., CTR 47.
Co-Op Information Session, 2 p.m.
E NG 3.
Sports Car Club, 8 p.m., _CTR 205.
THURSDAY
PTA General Assembly, 8:15 a .m.,
7:45 p.m., Gym.
Esperanto Classes, 7 p.m., CTR 200.
Piano in Pre-Sch001; 7:30 p.m., FAH
225.
Baha'i Club, 7:30 p.m., CTR 205.
FRIDAY

PTA Communications and Human
Relations Meeting, 8 a.m ., CTR 248.
Christian science, 2 p.m., CTR 200.
Meet lhe Aulhor • John F rasca, 2
p.m., CTR 255-b.
Movie : " For Love or Money", 7:30
p.m.,m FAH 101.
SATURDAY
Movie: "For Love or Money", 7:30
p.m. FAH 101.
Band Dance, 9 p.m., CTR 248.
SUNDAY
Red Cross Lea dership, 4 p.m., Gym
108.
Sigma Nu, 7 ·p.m., CTR203.
watermelon Party, 7 p.m., south Center dining room.
Outdoor Movie, 8:30 p.m ., Crescent
Hill.
.

KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS
Sewing and Costume Su·p pli~
• Millinery an_d Needle Point
Flo: Ave: & Fowler Ph. 935-8168

MONDAY
American Pen Women Exhibit, 8
a .m., CTR 108. .
LSD Movie, 11 a.m . and 2 p.m., CTR
252.
Red Cross Recreation and Safely, 4
p.m., Gym 108.
TUESDAY
Dean's Luncheon, noon, CTR 255-6.
Red Cross Recreation and Safety, -I '
p.m., Gym 108.
Photo Less ons, 7 p.m., CTR 201.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26
Co-Op Information Session, 2 p.m.
ENG 3.
Meet ' the Author • Bee Lewi, 2 p.m.
CTR 252.
·

Co-Op Education
TODAY
Post-Training Period Conference for
Business Administration Major, free
hour, 2 p.m., BUS 108 . .
Co-op Informal ion Session, 2 p.m.,
ENG 3.
FRIDAY

co-op Post-Training Period Interviews
must be completed ,with coordinators by
noon.
Co-op St udents on campus must complete College Student Questionnaire
Part II by 4 p.m. this dale.
Co-op Students shou ld keep Co-op Of•
lice, ENG 37, advised a s lo current address. Only by so doing will you re•
ceive copies ol The Orac le, Co-Op
Newsletter, and other mailings inC'I Ud•
ing advanced information on registra•
l ion for Quarter I.

17 Students

To Study In
Guatemala
Summer . school in Antigua,
Guatemala is in store for 17
USF students who will depart
Tampa on June 29, and spend
sixweeks studying at the Uni. versity of San Carlos. They
will return to Tampa August

9, !968.
Dr. Robert L. Shannon, College of Education, who will
accompany the group, said
the purpose of the slimmer
session is to provide the students with an "experience in
another culture completely
different from ours, and to
provide a springboard to the
further study of a second la nguage."
Students going from Tampa
include: Dianne Littell, Nelson Littell, William Mitchell,
J ack G. Rain, Na ncy Sague,
Diana Stevens, and James
Sullivan.

Terrace

Beauty Salon
9303 - 56th St. .
Ph. 988-2798

Pinellas County students include: Dona Clark, Clearwater, Diane Dombey, St. Petersburg, Patricia Hughes,
Dunedin, Sharon Shahbas, St.
Petersburg and Marianne
~Ea,ston, St. Petersburg.
A small number of former
USF students, will also accompany the group.
.

.& .

·KINDERGARTEN .
*

*
*
*

OPEN ALL SUMMER
AIR CONDITIONED
NEW AND MODERN
EXPERT SUPERVISION
HOT MEALS

13202 · 15th St.

DAVID CONLIN
.. . To Speak. .
Dr. David A. Conlin, senior
author. Qf the Modern Grammar and · Composition series
widely used in . F l o r i d a
schools, will deliver a public
lecture Tuesday at 3 p.m. in
the Kiva.
Dr. Conlin will speak on the
. subject "The Linguistic Approach: Hinderance or Helper."
Dr. Conlin will a ppear as a
part of the Modern Language
Institute jointly conducted by
USF and the Hillsborough
County Schools in the morning
session. Visitors may attend
these meetings only by special arrangement with Dr.
Briggs of the College of Education. F or the afternoon lecture however, any interested
person is invited.
Dr. Conlin's appearance at
USF is jointly sponsored by
the University and the American Book Company.

A three-pronged · program
for 21) teachers, 150 gifted cliildren and their parents has
been started this week on a
six and three week basis by
Dorothy Sisk, assistant professor of the culturally disadvantaged. ·
The gifted children come
from all socio - economic
backgrounds. "They come
f r o m public and private
schools in Hillsborough, Pinellas, Polk and even Dixie
County," said Sisk.
"We have brought 30 cliildren f r o m disadvantaged
areas in Plant City in special
car pools," Sisk remarked.
THE . THREEFOLD attempt, according to Sisk, is
"to provide an opportunity for

teachers to have experience
with gifted ,yolll)gsters, for the
parents to learn .how to adequately meet their children's
needs and to provide, in an
educational setting, enriching
experiences for gifted children."
This is part of the M.A. program in teacher ecucation of
the gifted. The childl'.en are
recommended for enrollment
in the enrichment classes by
teachers . principal or psychologist.
College student-teachers attend classes from 10-12 a .m.
on Mondays and Wednesdays.
These are workshops, lectures
observations · and visits to
schools, said Sisk.
THE CHILDREN, !"anging

NEWSMAKERS:
Davis To Aid Council
DR. JEFFERSON C. DAVIS, associate professor of chemistry, will be a staff member of the Advisory Council for College Chemistry at Stanford University this summer.
Davis said "chemistry text books . are getting ahead of
chemistry teachers at many junior colleges and colleges around
the nation." This is one of the problems the council will tackle.
Training aids and programs will be dev~oped to assist the
college chemistry teachers in catching up with the text books.

■
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Phone 935-5107

ORACLE Classified Ads .

brought to the University in
the afternoon of these days.
They · are allowed to take
three one-hour courses, from
1-4 p.m.
Courses .offered are: science
(marine biology), soc i a I
studies (which deal with the
American Negro and Indian)
art, drama, poetry, creative
writing and mathematics.
The children are placed in
the classes, not according to
physical age, but by mental
age. Classes will have from 14
to 21 children, said Sisk.

"THE PRIMARY emphasis of
these classes will be "on providing enriching and broadening experiences with emphasis · on process rather than
product," said Sisk.
Sisk remarked that parents
will come to meetings on Sat~
urdays, where they will confer with the teachers and hold
discussions. Parents are also
helping in the making of materials that will be used in the
classes.

Cottage . for one student. Furn. hed N
N th t 1704 W
1s
•
ear or ga e
•
Hwnphrey near Rome.
-----------,---

days, some evenings, references, must have car. Call after
7 p.m. Ph. 238-2507
.
Day Nursery and Kindergarten
5. FOR SALE
_ Open year round with expert suHalf Acre Estate, 3 Bedroom, pervision and instruction Safety2 Bath, Free Water, County Land-13202-15th St. See page 6.
taxes, $96 mo., P&I. - 988-6988,
Jefferson Heights on US 301, 2
mi. north of Fowler Ave.

Skyway Drive In T ~atre

Volvo 1961 2-dr. 544 $450. Good
cheap transportation Call Mr.
Welz ex. 477.
1965 MG 4-dr Sedan clean low
mileage 8416 Twin Lakes 9329344 after 5 :30 p.m. $725.
Classical Guitar - hand made in
Venice, Italy. $30. Call 932-2905
10' x 54' Amer. Homemaker near
campus $2700. Ph. 949-5616
For Sale : New 3 Br, 3 bath fully
carpeted . house on large lot on
the Hillsborough River, ¼ mile
from campus. Call Dr. Ross 591
or 988~5522.
13. l\fiSCELLANEOUS

Oracle Classified Ads Sell Use Them! CTR 22-l.

800 To Attend
PTA Conference

Sports Car
Cl~_b _ppen
QuQrter IV

tion, The Students Developmi:?nt Fund, was formed in
conjunction with the National
Union of Students. Its purpose
is to help underdeveloped
countries solve their educational problems.
A meeting of The National
Swedish Union of Students is
today and Thursday in Linkoping to discuss educational
proposals, including student
union
membership, study
grants, free study literature.
the labor market situation for
graduates, and expressions of
solidarity with students in
other countries.

ffiERLE
noRmAn
Cosmetic Studio
Home of the
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY

WED, THURS, J:1ne 19, 20
Hayley Mills
Colar

"A MATTER OF
INNOCENCE"
Peter Fonda
"THE YOUNG LOVERS"
FRI, SAT. June 21, 22
3 Color Hits
Alan Ladd "DRUMBEAT"
Jan Murray
"A MAN CALLED
DAGGER"
Ursula Andress . ,, HE"
SU_N, MON. TUES. Jun·e 23, 24,

"TONY ROME"
Richard Johnson

"DANGER ROUTE"
Adm. 50c
Starts 8:30

AT
AFFORDABLE
PRICES
University Center Cafeterias
Blue Plate Special 75c
FOOD SERVICE from Morrison's

NOITHGATUHOi'PING CTR. MAi.L
1913 FLORIDA AVENUE .
Phone '32-2232

//
1

Tickets Now
On Sale For
Film League -

FOR A REAL TASTE
BREAK TRY. A PIZZA SUPREME
AtThe

PIZZA HUT
NOW THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Season t ickets are now on
sale for the 1968-69 season of
the Film Classics League. The
film s will be presented during
Quarters I, II, and III in the
Business Administration Auditorium at 8 o'clock Wednesday evenings.
Subscriptions to the 9-film
program are $6 for general
public; $5 for USF staff, faculty and F oundation; and $4
for students. They may be
purchased from Mrs. Phyllis
Hamm, Administration Building 109 or the Universtiy Cen. ter desk.

·sack · time, study time slip into
Miss Elaine's bunny shift
Here's the most comfmtable accommodations on campus for just lounging around!
Sharp smock yoke, and patch pockets d elving d eep on both sides. P ick from an assortme nt of powerlul prints on combe d
. cotto~, and just cha,r ge it! S-1'1-L-XL, $5.
Linge rie, West Shore P laza in Tampa,

sun days, fun days be free in
the beautiful bra dress
A m ere slip of a dress with its o~ bra built
· right into the bodice - and a n eckline that
dips a nd dives like a swim suit to show off
your t an. C hoose yours from all cotton prints,
flora ls and polka d ot s - just pulsing with
color, 3 to 13, $12. "Th e Place" for Young
Juniors, W est Shore · D owntown, North · G ate .

Process Core Test

8426 N. FLORIDA

Phone 935-0512

3405 E. Hillsborough - Phone 238-1212
716 N. Da le Mabry - Phone 877•"1912

Slated For June 27
The Process Core Tes t will
be give n J une 27 in the Educa tion Building's Kiva from
7-9 p.m. The test is given for
the purpose of waiving the
P rocess Core courses. There
is no sign-up for the e~amination.

FLOR IDA

25

Frank Sinatra

GOOD FOOD
DAILY

Sweden Adopts American
Liberal Arts Syste~

A new c urricul um in Liberal Arts and Sciences, resembling the American system,
will go into effect in Swedish
universities in th·e fall of 1969.
This reform , which will include major and minor subjects of study, is a complete
reorganization of the curric uApproximately· 800 · partici- lum leading to the basic acapants are expected to attend demic degree.
the 32nd Annual P.T.A. Short
The reform, which is exCourse in Parent-Teacher pected to be a pproved by the
Leadership, to be held on Cabinet and P arliament, will
campus today and Thursday. make academic studies more
The theme for the state- closely connected with stuwide conference will-be, "The . dents' future professions.
P.T.A. Image - Concern for
A new Swedish organizaAll Children," and will focus
attention o n all facets of
P.T.A. work. Specific information will be provided to
train newly elected officers
and chairmen for their role in
creating P.T.A. concern for
all children at community,
county, district, state and national levels.
The USF Sports Car Club
announced it will continue operations during Quarter IV.
Club meetings have been
scheduled for Wednesday eveUSF's recreation area is nings at 8 o'clock in the University Center.
sponsoring its summer quarThe club has scheduled an
.- ·ter _competition games tournaAutocross Driving School for
. ment. The tournament began
Sunday. Registration and a
· Monday.
·
lecture will be at 1 p.m. in
The games featured are the University Center 200. Driving
ivory hustle.r 's 50-ball pocket practice and instruction will
billiards, snooker and carom, follow the mandatory lecture.
singles and doubles table ten- Seat belts are required for the
nis and chess.
event. There will be no
The rules for · t he partici- charge.
pants are the "round robin"
Membership in the club is
(everybody plays everybody) not limited to owners of sports
mode of elimination in con- cars, but is open to all stujunction with the normal com- dents a nd staff with an interpetition .rules. The players, est in a utomobiles of a ll kinds
who signed up beforehand, and safe driving skills.
may compete whenever they
The membership, in addihappen to wander down to tion to University activities,
CTR's recr eational basement. supports the activities of
Competition · will continue other clubs similar in the
th.r ough Friday, August 16 area. They have also supplied
when the to)lrnament's winner ti~ ers, scorers, corner work•
and runner-up in each game ers, pit crews and drivers for
the Daytona 24 hour race and
will receive trophys.
the 12 Hours of Sebring.
Officers for Qua rter IV are:
Bruce R. Morehead, president ; Steve Johnson, vice-president; Kathie Ford, secretary-treasurer; a nd Mile LaCha nce, apparatusor.

11. WANTED

1. AUTOMOTIVE

For Sale : 1961 Comet red $400 W1;Lnted: · Mature gi~ls to share
·
'
'
private home 10 mm. from the
or be~t offer. Call 935-3807 after Univ. $50 mo. each. Ph. 988-4727

5
·
_ 15. SERVICES OFFERED
in age from 15 to 17, are _3_._F_D_R_R_E_N_T_______ . Baby Sitter Wanted - pt.-time,

CTR Recreation
Tourney .Begins

.

- -:_DAY NURSERY .

*

Text Author Program Initiated For
To Speak
Parents, Gifted Children
·Tuesday At 3

THE ORACLE-June 19, 1968, U. of South Flori da-3

Faculty Gap At USF
.

.
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

One-To-One Has The Answ-er
We're happy to· see that USF
Negroes have formed a .formal organization and it is particularly inspfring to read of their purposes
·
:for organizing.
. We're referring to "Oneto-One," recognized last month by
the · Univ~rsity. The. president is
Otha Favors, a senior French
major. The faculty adviser is Dr.
Howard B. Gowen, associate professor of the humanities.
THEY HAVE the answer to perhaps THE central problem in the
United States today-racism. That
answer is personal -contact, a dia- .
log, a conversation light instead of
heat; one to one relationships.
A bulletin sent to us by Oneto-One says "the group was formed
in recognition of the validity of the
U .S'. Riot Commission Report, the
seriousness of its implications, the
necessity of acting upon it immediately."
The only way, One-t~One says,
of r emedying black-white cleavages, is to "contact one another ,
talk together, work together."
THE . OBJECl'IVES of One_terOne are "social action, the accumulation and _dissemination of
information and the ·intercha_nge of
feelings and ideas between Negro
and white students."
· OM-to-One is · already going
ahead with their work with what
they 11,ope will be a series of projects, the bulletin explains. The
present central project is "contacting all Negro students - resident
and commuting ; putting them in
personal contact with one student
(white) and one faculty member;

making them (Negroes) feel more
wanted (which they do not now
feel) ; tutoring them if necessary to
overcome disadvantaged .backgrounds and ensure· that they remain and complete their e~ucation; encouraging other Negro students, through them, to enter our
University," according to the bulletin.
One-to-One will · also serve to
educate both Negroes and whites
about Negro culture and background, making the former more
proud and less alone, and the latter
less hostile by alleviating the fear
of the unknown.
WE HOPE these personal contacts will result in formal credit
courses, most probably in the ·Departments of History and Sociolo- ·
gy, in black origins, an particularly the Negro's African heritage . .
Perhaps a course or even a sequence of courses in the differences and similarities in African and
European beliefs and their places
in the American nation will also
come to pass. The purpose would
be to let both races understand one
another's backgrounds.
One-to-One seems to believe in
integration - not segregation as
scattered black militants and too
many white militants have · -pro·
posed.
.has a
One-to-One
where
This is
chance to make its contribution.
Making human contacts is the best
way to convince both black and
white. that they are·human with all
the attendant problems that go
with being human. We're very
hopeful° ·about the future of Oneto-One.

By DAVID CHATHAM

Student Commentary

Somewhere between .the Student
Bill of Rights legislation, the denial for the establishment of the Student for a Democratic Society, the
"Why Not Pot?" discussion, Hurricane Abby, final exams arid other
campus events of the past Spring,
a study was made, quietly ·compiled and issued bs, the Office of
Evaluation Services and the Office
of Institutional·Research: .
Oddly enough, the subject was
not students. Instead, the next
largest group on campus, the faculty, came under the mic1·oscopic
eye of the _administration.
The first part of the report, A

Residents Plea
To the ever-mounting amount of
complaints from resident students
one more has been added.
Quarter IV found · students eating at the University Center
(CTR), both Argos and Andros cafeterias being closed for the summer.
The CTR is a fine place to eat,
no doubt, but ·it is not only a little
out of the way for resident students, espe~ially on rainy days
when students must walk from the
dorms without the protection of a
walkway, but also crowded since
both 1~esidfnts and commuters
must share the two dining rooms.
Maybe the .Food p.nd Housing
Office will stop sending memo.randa to students long enough to
consider the crowded .situation and
maybe try to work out a system
for next year.

Study of Faculty Incentives and · ulty was ·compared to the UniversiAttitudes at the University of ty of Michigan faculty in different
South Florida, was issued May Tr, colleges, income levels, tenure levand the last part is to be issued els and ·specific characteristics.
sometime this Fall.
The results can be summarized in
THE SCIENTIFIC question- .six points:
Y' Satisfaction at USF was
naire basically asks the faculty
where they are, where t hey would below that of UM faculty on most
·like to be, and how satisfied they characteristics measured in comare now in their academic roles? mon.
Y' The USF Engineering faculThe faculty, despite their finanindicated the highest index of
ty
cial: stability, advanced education
while the Business Adsatisfaction
and
and social elevation, can be
and Natural Science
ministration
often are as restless and frustrated
expressed the
facultes
Division
.
students.
as
aspiration
in their
lowest.
. At any university, morale is imY' ·Faculty in the high and low
portant to keep excellent .profesof income level showed
extremes
sors and obtain new ones.
satisfaction while the
highest
the
Since environment affects the
indicated the lowest.
Jevel
middle
quality of educators and the educators affect the quality of an educaY' NO IMPORTANT variation
tion the student will receive, the occurred between tenure levels or
USF student has cause to be con- sexes.
.
cerned about faculty attitudes and
Y' Some differences occurred
incentives.
between adminish·ators and ·faculfacUSF
the
ty in their perceptions of desir ed
IN THE REPORT,

Kennedy And Our Ideals
By J.A.BATI'LE
Dean of the ColJege of Education.
"My brother need -not be idealized, or
enlarged in· death beyond what he was
in life, to be remembered as a good
and decent man, who saw wrong and
tried to rightit. .. "
Funeral service tribute to Senator Robert F. Kennedy by his
brother, Senator Edward M.
Kennedy.
Robert Kequedy, whatever his
other good qualities may have been,
should be given the highest possible
mark just for his great ability to relate
to young people of many diverse politi-

cal, economic and religious backgrounds.
This ability I am convinced he had.
As a small sampling, for instance, my daughter who believes her
. childhood days were too much directed
by straight-laced Methodist Sunday
school teachers and my s on-in-law who
is a registered Republican, both thought
Bobby Kennedy was the greatest. From
a larger sampling made by the news
media of America, it seems apparent
that Robert Kennedy related to the
young people of our times better than
any other American, whatever his line of
endeavor.
I have heard many reasons suggested

Lef s Study· Registration
Q u a r t e r !V's registration
proved once again the necessity
for a better and, hopefully, definite
·
system of registering students.
As usual, r ~gistration h ad its good and bad a.spec~;
On the debit side we cari · site
~ ~everal things:
- - y, There was more space in the
""Gym area for course card pulling,
y, The students were well behaved despite the adverse conditions,
y, The physical aspects (such
as signs, tables, etc) were good,
However, these good aspects
were blacked out by the sore spots
that came up at registration time:
y, First-come - first-served system proved to be a waste, since all
students appeared at the Gym at
the same time, crowding it.
y, The room for conflict checks
was too small for such large
crowds.
o
Y' The corridors · on the way t_
the Cashiers were too small and
presented _a fire hazard to students, since there was only one
exit. Some students fainted from
the stuffiness.
y, There were not enough cashiers to appropriately handle the
number of students.
y, Too many courses were
· closed since a larger number of
students than anticipated by the
: Adminis_tration showed up for reg~ istration.
IN ORDER to avoid future complications at registration time the
Administration should set up a speclal commission to study the problems of registration, that commission , should look into other schools
and the way they handle r egistration.
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The commission may also consider moving certain aspects of
registration to other areas of the
campus, like maybe using the
Physical Education Building for
.- .the Qi.shiers. .
Some form of pre-registration
should also be looked into since it
would offer the administration a
chance to see how many courses it
should offer for that quarter.
The fire hazard aspect that
came up at this r egistration should
be caxefully looked into by the Administration and· must be avoided
at-future registration.
T -H E

by the older generation why Robert Kennedy related so well to the young and
most of these reasons I dismiss as not
getting at the central reason. I cannot
believe that Robert Kennedy related to
the young only because of his long hair
(with my young this was a hindrance
rather than a help).

ALTHOUGH I AM sure it made some
difference I cannot believe either that
his ability to relate to the_young was due
orily to his own youthful~ess, hjs life of
action or his friendship with professional
football players and astronauts. I just do
not seil our American young people that
short. It must have been something else
_or at least something more.
A key to what it was that caused the
young people of America to have such a
strong affection for Robert Kennedy was
given, I believe, in his brother's eulogy
at the funeral service. Of all the words
spoken and written about Robert Kennedy the following words of Edward Kennedy, give the best indication, ·(for me),
why Bobby related so ,veil to the young:
Some men see things as they are and
say, " Why?"
I dream things that never were and
say, "Why not?"
If Am erican leaders could quit looking at American slums as they are and
quit looking at American schools and col·1eges as they are and begin to "dream
things that never were and say, 'Why
not '?' " then there would be hope for the

disappearance of slums and hope for us
to build schools and colleges that operate
unlike factories but like the homes of
-those who consider thought of primary
importance.

TO "DREAM THINGS that never
were and say, 'Why not?' " does not
sound like a practical activity to most
• Americans today who are above forty
_-years of age_ And practicality has almost become the state religion of America. Yet this nation itself was -founded on ·
the basis of dreaming things that never
were and saying, 'Why not ?' ')
The ideals of our youth seem to be
the best hope for a frightened America
and a terrified world. If the leaders of
America could only "dream things .that
never were and say 'Why Not?' " It
would be reasonable to have hope that
man -is not going to soon destroy himself
and this planet.

ADMINISTRATION

should have · a better system of
·polling students during the quarter
to see what courses and how many
sections should be open during the
following quarter.
If the administration sets up
such a commission 'or at least
studies the problem carefully, the
problem can be solved or at least
lessened.

and actual criteria for promotions.
Y' The area of the lowest satis•
faction were funds for professional
development, 'fringe be,nefits and
income. Higher satisfaction was
expressed for · independence and
freedom in the classroom, and
relations with colleagues and immediate supervisors.
On the questionnaire, space was
provided for the respondents to
note specific suggestions. The
highest incident of suggestions
were in retirement plans and
group insurance.
The Fall questionnaire will be
more specific and will deal more
intensely :with the areas of dissatisfaction.
Harriet Seligsohn, assistant director of Evaluation Setvices, said
the results have been made ·available to those supervisors and administrators who have the respon·Sibility of improving faculty conditions and correcting faculty problems.

----Marcuse· Blames Machines
reached their furthermost horizon. In
any case, the westerner will reply, _there
are safeguards. He is still free to say
and write and do, within the law, far
more than he is permi_tted to do in any
marxist society.

By BRIAN BEEDHAM
Foreign Edit-0r of The Economist
Who is this Marcuse all the students
are talking about - the genius, so they
say, o-f campus revolt? In Paris they
have been chanting his name at the barricades, and all over wester-n Euro~ his
books are becoming part of the new left gospel.
Yet he is an old campaigner, whom
American students have known - and
·some of them idolized - for nearly two
decades. Professor Herbert Marcuse,
who fled from his native Berlin with the
rise of the Nazis , is now 70 years old and
has taught at Columbia, Harvard and
Brandeis and is now teachjng at San
Diego_ Part of his charm for western
revolutionary students, reared on Mao
and Castro, is tpat he is out of their own
stable - American-made and Europeanbom.
It is Professor Marcuse's belief that
the machine age, which ought to have
freed human beings from unnecessary
work to develop theµ- personalities, has
done the opposite. In a recent book
"One-Dimensional Man," now a student.
power textbook, he portrays the "teclinological apparatus" as having made
slaves of people as never before. .
IT IS SO HUGE and all-devouring.
The "establishment" grows daily bigger:
the government, the bureaucracy, the
capitalist boss, the scientist, even the
artist; all are corralled in a single technological "must" - the " must" of production for its own sake. The workers
work and work and swallow the capitalist bitit - cars, television, washing machines, whatever. They lose their desire
to oppose.
I'rofessor Marcuse writes of the stultifying of the \\lorkers' revolutionary

There is something disturbing in his
warnings against over-development the measurement of progress by the
quan~ty of goods a nd gadgets heaped on

Sidewalk Art

BUT, SAYS l.'tfARCUSE, that is the
spirit with the sadness of a marxist deprived of his main argument. But he also
has hard words for Russia, where he
finds the domination of the workers by
the party bureaucracy almost as bad.
Some students take him seriously
when he suggests. that the prospects of a
change for the better are slightly higher
L, Russia , since the workers there are

great illusion. And this is where he galvan_izes the students in their search for a
new approach. It is precisely the freedom in western democracy that he finds
so pernicious. Liberalism, t oleration,
-even sexual permissiveness are just a
sop to make people more submissive.

E verytime a sidewalk is put in ·
students flock to it like vultures
waiting to make themselves immortal by scrawling their names
•or obsenities in it.
This is not harmless child's
as many ·students think. One
play
His argument is that where there is
student found out the hard
USF
senses
the
of
stunting
a
no conflict
way the seriousness of this crime.
physical and political - sets in. He calls
E arl Lynn Kidd III, lCBS, was
this absence of conflict "repres.sive tolerappr ehended March 14 by P atrolance," and has written an essay a bout it
to show how the "establishment" uses it
man John Thurman, campus secuto bend ·people to its will.
. r ity, as he was wr iting his name on
a newly poured sidewalk near .EpThe working class may be lost as
Hall. ·
silon
potential crusaders ; but there are still
said Kidd, "was arThurman
outsiders in " the exploited and persecutrested and taken to the Sheriff's ofed of other races and colors, the unemfice for defacing this freshly
ployed .and the unemployable." He sees
poured concrete."
in their wretchedness a challenge round
which a new idealism might grow.

still "developing'' people. But the argu•
ment is frail.
Western society, in spite df the technological snarl-up, remains much more
flexible than Russia's. The people may
be following false gods - mass-media
entertainment, too many kinds of soap
powder and all the other massproduction trivia. But it is early days yet
to say that western workers have now

THIS IS PART of his appeal to students, with their natural compassion for
the underdog. His real fascination lies in
his trouncing of industrial society as dehumanized and hidebound and his challenge to s pirited people to break it by
"breaking the rules."
Yet he offers no alternative vision. In
one of his latest writings he casts the
onus back on " the leaders" who must
educate the " controlled population"
towards higher things. But this begs the
question - or, rather, r aises the old one.
Who educates the educators?

a sated society. But it is an oddly despairing conclusion to suggest that the
only people who can master the machine
are the ones in charge of running it.

AT

TH E

HILLSBOROUGH

County Jail, Kidd was booked on a
charge of destruction of state property and bail was set at $500 by
William Hendry, justice of the
peace. Hendry later released Kidd
on his own recognizance and set
the preliminary hearing for March
28.
Dur ing this time, Charles H.
Wildy, dean of men, did not know
that Kidd had been arresed. He
said, "I know they didn't talk to
us."
In the 1967-1968 Student Hand-

book, it states that refferals for action on violations are "maintained
as close to the individual and
group as possible." It adds that
"The nature of the offense generally determines procedure."
J ames Garner, chief of security, said that he didn't notify the
de~n of men, but was instructed by
" verbal orders" which came from
"higher ups" in regards to the procedure.
Garner said, "if someone did
something; and I wanted to have
him prosecuted, the dean couldn't
do anything about it."
•WILDY SAID that Kidd had
been put on probation for the rest
of quarter II. He is not presently
attending USF.
Clyde B. Hill, assistant dean of
administrative affairs, said, " we
did tell them (campus security)
that this (the defacing of sidewalks) must stop and to take whatever action was _necessary." Hill
said that the labor costs to repair
that particular sidewa·lk were $90.
A Hillsborough County Cour t offi cial said the charges . against
Kidd were dismissed prior to the
hearing by J udge Hendry. This
was done at the request of the ar_resting officer, John Thurman.
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OUR· READERS ·wRITE.
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I.

·Go-,d_Key_President Raps Hooks

EDITOR: .

\

As ' president of the Gold
Key Honor Society, I feel
compelled to ~nswer Mr.
Hooks' article that criticized
USF for producing "lackeys
for the military-industrial
complex" and for having an
educational system constituted of no moi:e than "mental
toilet training."
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peace and "love" ; yet, SDS
asserts that threats and violence are necessary to effect
I
social change.

Although some profs pos,sess certain personality charPeace and violence, as Web- acteristics, one cannot use
ster's Dictionary defines these this fact to condemn the enterms, are mutually exclusive tire faculty.
terms. Mr. Hooks, then, must
HOPEFULLY, SINCE Mr.
think me a moron when he
asks me to believe that his Hooks is only a freshman, he
utopian ideology ~ari be, real- will have an opportunity (if
On both points Mr. Hooks is ized by using violence without the bureauc,ratic1 structure
sadly mistaken. True, many - destroying peace, or he de- doesn't prevent him) to take
graduates of USF do take jobs fines these terms differently some history, philosophy, and
in industry .or go into the mili- than does Webster.
sociology courses.
tary, but these actions hardly
Maybe then he can come to
qualify a USF graduate as a
NOT ONCE in my three
"lackey" of anything or any- years at USF have -I felt that learn that SDS's utopian ideolbody.
"in the name of freedom (I' ogy is doomed •to failure, as
was) trained unquestionably all such ideologies are, beI'm not saying that all USF
to obey." On the contrary, . cause these utopias tend to
alumni are the _"jndependent
most of my profs have tried become authoritarian dictapeople" that Mr. Hooks envito ·emphasize that in the name torships , not free democratic
sages, but the majority of
of freedom students must be societies.
USF's alumni that I know are
more critical and analytical if
But then again, · Mr. Hooks
not the lackeys of industry.
they are to r emain free .
may not learn the errors Qf
Rather, they, like ·SDS, desire
a nation where there is racial
As -most students, I did have his arguments, and he may
equality and social harmony. a few profs who were dogmat- become one of his "indepenic and demanded strict obedi- dent people," who maintain a
AS FOR the "mental toilet ence for the sake of obedi- higher level of conformity
training" caused by USF's au- ence, but I did not agree with than the society· against which
thoritarian structure, I would
suggest that Mr. Hooks and
the SDS are even more dogmatic and authoritarian in
1
their methods than is USF.

On

,
QUARTER QUANDRY
I'm surprised Dante didn't include the quarter system In
the Inferno.

SDS members' state the purpose of their', organization is

\

RFK Deserves More Than· Monum.ent
,

EDITOR:

.

After the/ grief iS' over, the
speeches made, the memorials built, will we remember
Senator Robert F. Kennedy,

ffiERLE noRmAn
Cosmetic Studio
Home of the

FREE HOUR Of BEAUTY
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MALL
, 1913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.
Phone 932-2232

or will he only become another
of the world's great men who
have been martyred in vain
for a great cause?
There is no less meaningful
gesture tha n to create artifice
of stone to honor a m an who's
ideas where, and are, as alive
as humanity, and for what he
has given to us, we simply
cannot let him become another contemporary Ozymandias.
WE MUST continue on with

· VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE- Special Bus for USF
. SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF

' Administration Bldg. at
'·
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. ·a :1 S A.M.

Return Trip 4:30 P.M.
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the ideals that he, his brother,
and Martin Luther King, Jr.
espoused jn life, · a nd not let
them die with their apostles.
We must cease to gtjeve
and apply ourselves to the
problems at hand so that tragedies such as they will Ii o t
happen again.
If we are,· to become anything more than hypocrites
we , cannot waste our time
w i t h transieint memor ials
symbolic only of our personal
grief, and must build more
permanent ones.
A TRUE memorial to Sen.
Kennedy would -not be located
in Tampa, but in humanity; it
would not be .built of blocks of
cold stone, but of blocks of
love and brotherhood. This is
-what he· stood for, and this is
what we must do.
Anything :. ~lse is nothing
short of desecratiqn.

·

- Students for McCarthy
- Byr_on Howes, President

GradUating

A Clear

When students think of a "moving picture.'' they
mentally focus on the gangbuster type movies· and the
space age serials on TV today.
Yet, on the third floor of the, College Of Education
Building, there· is a moving picture with as many different perspectives and scenes as there are artists.
It is the window, level with the third floor, by the
stairs leading up to the last floor of the building.
A student can stand and glance out of this window
and see the greenness of the world outside. During bad
weather, he can see the rain or fog. The scene reflects
tl1is mood.
This window is a picture of all seasons.
Students can stop, when the traffic on the stairs is
light, and survey the horizon. First to the left, then to the
r ight.
Move to the left - one can see the Thatcher. Glass
chimney against the blueness of the sh-y on a sunny day.
Move to the right and the greenness of the trees is
backgrounded by the sky.
The window is like an art gallery of woodland scenes.
Walk down the stairs a bit and the wholeness of the
sky comes into view. Stand on a chair, or on tiptoes, and
the fullness of the surrounding trees a nd gr_ass is !_>een.
The third floor window, to the aesthetic, is the reality
of the .i.•mpving picture."

(August Only)-

Don't
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Writers · Can
Find Work
On Magazine
Want to write for a new
m agazine? ,

. Pictures will be made on June 26 & 27, 8 a.m•• noon; 1 • _5 p.m., CTR 221.
Plan now ••• Appointments may be made in CTR 223.
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the head of a team of American s pace explorers who land
on a stra nge planet, convincingly por trays the bewilder-
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Where USF's Patronage
is Especially
Appreciated

When it comes to movies
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CAMERA SHOP

. $269°0

Exqu isite 4 d ia mond earrings .. .. . . ... . . .. ... .. .. .. . $269.00 pr.
Latest fash ion 11 d ia mo nd ri ng ... ...... .. . . , . . . .. .. . . . • $269.00
Brilliant 7 diamond bridal set . . . . ...• .. . . ... . .. . .. .. .. , $269,00
Beautiful 7 d iamond di nn·e r ring •. ... .. . , . . . , . . , . . , . . . , . $269.00
Masculi ne 10 d iamond mo n' s ri ng .. . .. .... .. . . .. . . .. . . . $269,00
DIA M ON D M ER CH A NT S _
O P AMER I C A

·o oRDON~S
~ J -E W c -L E R S
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Plaza

" His and Her s" will be iss ued monthly for the newly
married man or woman who
is an urban reader of prof.
essional status. Since the
s ubject m a tter is of interest to
these young people , the publisher thinks they will be the
best contributors to the magazine. Anyone may contribute.
The m aterial must be lively
a nd have insight and sophistication. Article lengths a re left
up to the a uthors, but a n average of 5,000 words is
suggested. Fiction a uthors
should s trive for literary excellence and originality as
well.
Cartoons a re a lso acceptable ma terial. They should
be satirical and sophisticated,
appeal to this urban newly
married, and have good style
and technique.
There are no established
pr ices for a rticles. P ayment
will be made on basis of acceptance and com petition.
Contact The Ora cle office for
a ddress if interested.

NOW OPEN

32 Varieiies of 1.ce Cream
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FRANCES WILLARD ICE. CREAM & CANDIES·

"PLANET OF THE Apes,"
filmed in the Grand Canyon,
is marked by s uperb photography. The begining approaches the thrill of cinerama, and' the wide Spqns of .
la ndscape scenes are fabulous.
The absence of overt sex in
"Planet of the A·p es" was r efreshing. The a p.e s kissing
pr obably ·was the m os t chaste
screen kiss in 25 years.
Heston's female com panion,
a huma~ beast on the planet,
had an unusual role in that
she did not speak. The most
challenging aspect of her r ole
was managing t o keep the
r ags she wore from falling
oif.
THE FACT THAT the pr oducers of " Apes" were daring
enough to go a ll the way with '
their gimm ick lent credulity to
the venture even though the
apes at times seemed ludicrous.
" P lanet of the Apes" is a
fun movie. It is entertaining,
exciting, and makes you- think
a little. And that is very rare
in movies today.

TERRACE
SHOE SERVICE
Shoes

Shoe Repair
Shoe Accessories
Ph. 988-7450
9· 9

In the Mall

TERRACE PLAZA MALL
• NORTH GATE • BRITTON PLAZA

ment of a man in a ,world r un
by apes. Through his experiences with the "Apes," contemporary , socie ty is satirized
in all its aspects.

R e I i g i o n, government,
science all come in for a lambasting, but the chief object of
satire is dogmatism in all its
sundry for ms.
It seems strange that in a
wo.rld where apes ar e s upposedly more humane than m an,
the apes are'. just as cruel and
unjust as man ever was. In
fact , they seem to be approaching the same state of
dissension that exists in the
world today.

CARAT

YOUR CHOICE

: ONLY

TERRACE

½

Total d iamond we ight

Apes Turn' Human

CHARLTON HESTON, as

. I

ready made the decision for
them, and who enjoy or need
the security of their non-

Corner Temple Terrace Hwy &

Temple Terrace

From the first 'plunge
through space to the last horrifying revelation, "Planet of
the Apes" explores the fascinating · upside-down w o r I d ·
where apes are the civilized
beings a nd men ar e be§lsts.
"Planet of the Apes," in addition to being entertaining,
has a lot to say. P erhaps the
most blatant message is that ·
men are not as civilized as
they might think they a re ,
and beasts may have a capacity for behavipr that they
aren't given credit for.

Seniors

Day

they rebel, who ,vant to be
free to make decisions in their
utppian society that has .al-

You Can .See- . . •

By LESLIE T~YLOR
Staff Writer

~~~et--1,i~.....

their teaching m ethods and
told them that I did not lil~e
their method of t eaching.

Terrace Plaza Mall
OPE~ .! DAYS A WEEK

STOP!
Stay Where You Are.
·We'll Bring
. It To. You.

Call 988-7391

Pizzas •••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sandwiches
Salads ••••••••••·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Beverages
Delivery Ser~ice *50c
No Charge on Over $7.00 Order
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Early Teaching Daze:
i'Town And Gown' Leads j -No Marriage, No Pay
r

lro Better Unde;st~nding ~

By PAULINE ROAT
Staff Correspondent

1

'"lbe teacher agrees t,o rewithin said school district
side
O'Hara
Robert
Dr.
;
laws
tion
minute
10
is usually a five or
By LESLIE TAYLOR
IO, Town of Horseheads
No.
introduction by - an invited on what makes a dirty word;
Staff Writer
the term of this conduring
speaker or one of the mem- and Dr. Marshall Smith on
is further understood
It
tract.
medical
of
costs
rising
the
discussion.
a
then
and
hers,
Jim
mentioned
One day I
and agreed that marriage by
Cherry thinks that the infor- services.
Fair to another professor here
There have been so many the teacher from and after fue
and he said he bad never mal nature of the group has
- contributed to its success and people attending meetings . date of the execution of this
heard of him.
lately that Cherry would like contract renders the same
Concerned about the breach growth.
"Nobody is under any pres- to start a second group, but null and void and unenforceabetween members of the Uni~
versity community and the sure," he says. "They come he hasn't been able to , find ble against said Board of
local community, Dr. Adrian to meetings hecause they someone to act as chairman. Trustees."
"Everyone likes this group
Cherry, associate professor of want to."
As I read in the local paper
Past discussion 1 e a d e rs so much th-at no one wants to that Florida will need 6,000
foreign languages, decided to
form an organization in which have included State Attorney
more teachers this year, I am
th-e two groups could meet to- Paul Antinori on censorship ; leave it to start another one," reminded of 1927 when I
Rep. Richard Hodes on abor- Cherry explained.
.
gether.
signed my first contract to
Town and gown, as Cherry's - ~ - - -- - - - - - ---~--=-~------ teach in the State of Nevi
group is called,, meets monthYork Thinking that some of
ly to discuss topics qf mutual
the current crop of teachers .
interest.
might find some of the com"The clannish feeling "of the
monplace facts of that era inUniversity and community
teresting, I decided to write
people is natural," Cherry
this story.
say~. " But the community
The opening text is taken
here . is happy t o have us.
1
verbatim from an actual conRobert McLean Thompson,
There isn't very much hostilitract. The wages were $27.50
ty."
a USF graduate, has been
a week.
But Cherry says USF has
scholarawarded a 19-month'
1
offended both the liberals and
When this particular conCenter
East-West
the
to
ship
conservatives of the commutract was signed, (1933), the
nity in matters such as the at the University of Hawaii.
president of the Board of EduJohns committee investigation
cation, a handsome grayThompson will spend his
and the Fleming case.
haired banker, told me that
Town and Gown has thrived year and a half studying Orithe board had considered 125
since its inception a year ago. ental philosophy and concena pplicants for the position, a
There are 32 members, 15 trate on Sanskrit and Indian
Junior High Social Studies
from the university and 17 philosophy with the possi~ility
teacher. Since work was so
from d w n t o w n. Nonscarce, it was considered unmembers may attend meet- of spending some time in a
fair for two people in the
foreign country.
ings.
same family to hold a paying
- ROBERT THOMPSON
A keynote of the group is its
position.
Two thirds of the people at
informality. There is no for~
.. . Awarded Scholarship
The biology teacher, who
mal organization, no elected the Center are Oriental and
that the ' board
requested
Am.ericaµs.
are
rest
officers, no dues, no roll- the
make an exception in her
taking. At the meetings there Through scholarships, they
rant a S Or case. was . told, "The woods
study each other's culture and
are full of good biology teachHENRY'S
exhange ideas.
ers."
IS
My first position, a few
The government project
vears earlier, was in a r ural
Center
Reading
Slightly used golf balls
was started seven years ago
;chool district. In the spring I
25c & 40c ea.
USF has received a grant of applied for the position and
with the intention of " having
$25,855 from the Florida Dea was accepted. During the
the twain meet".
partment of Education for the summer, I received a letter
COLDEST BEER
of
.graduate
a
is
Thompson
.
development of a Training from the trustee who had·
IN TOWN
Robinson H i g h School in and Research Center for hired Ipe saying she wanted
Tampa and spent two years Reading.
me to resign.
Under the direction of Dr.
studying at University of
12309 Nebraska Ave.
"The people of my district
(Just A little N. of fowler) Tampa. He plans to go on for Lois I. Michael, assistant pro·his ,Ph.D. and teach philoso- fessor, College of. Education,
O~EN 10 A.M. ·• 12 P.M.
../ the center · will be developed
phy.
Aegean, South Florida
to provide supervised training
Review Editors Named
in diagnosis and treatment of
reading disabilities. The grant
Editors for the 1969 Aegean
funds will provide for the de- and South Florida Review
velopment of a facility which have been announced by Dr.
is :essential to the tralning of A. M. Sanderson, director, of
graduate students in reading campus publications.
education.
Allison "Cookie'' Speller,
USF will train reading spewill replace Larry
2CBS,
cialists, clinicians, and reeditor of the Aegean.
as
Hevia
search persons :who will be
is from Port
Speller
Miss
AMERICA'S ORIGINAL JEANS • Since 1850
utilized in the public schools
Richey,
disseminate
of- Florida to
Michael T. Durden, !CBS,
knowledge and provide leadership in the field of reading, will be'- th~ new editor of the
WESTERN WEAR
and to advise and consult with South F lorida Review. He is
, public school p_ersonnel on from Lutz and replaces Jerry
matters relating to ·the proj- Parrott.
ect.
ffl .
ill

Thompson Gets

Center Award
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Package Store
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Beemaz

have always given me a free
hand in hir-ing the teachers,
except for one thing," the letter read. "I definitely can not
Catholic and I never
hire
dreamed that you were a
Catholic."

a

At a grange meeting, the
board member had me~tioned
who the new teacher was to
be and someone there had
said to her, " I didn't think
you would hire a Catholic."
The letter continued, "If
you fail to resign the pupils
will make your stay unbearable and you will be forced to
resign."
My dreams started tottering. But then I thought of all
the past work and was determined to · hold out and succeed. The first two months
were almost my undoing, but
then I began to feel that I had
it made and my contract was
offered for the following year .
Another problem that 1confronted us in those days was
waiting for our pay. We could
not be paid until the school
district had collected some
taxes. Frequently, we wer-e as
long as three months without
pay. We would visit our creditors a nd have to explain that
we had not been paid yet.

Phone 932-4337 ·
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
for faculty and Students
~plus~

today: enthusiastic, dedicated
people hoping to guide tl1e
youth into the future courageously and inspire him to
achieve his utmost.
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Always teachers were considered a good risk and credit
was extended; and then extended some more. Even grocery stores extended credit to
the school teachers who were
heads of families.
In many respects the teachers then were the same as

Pl-ans For
Gifted Child
Formed Here
USF's Institute III: Exceptional Children and Adults
was invited by Representative
Richard Hodes, 68th District,
to aid in the development of a
state plan for gifted children.
Hodes intends to introduce
appropriate legislation during
the next session to achieve
this purpose.
Institute III sponsored a
"Marathon Think-Ta nk" June
8 and 9 to develop such a
state plan.
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rain tire

rain tire

Participants came together
from throughout the state.
They included educators, PTA
representatives, state legislators, university personnel, and
representatives from several
associations for the gifted .
Freshmen Can Park
Those attending from USF
In All Commuter Lots
were : Dr. Dorothy Sisk, Dr.
Commuting freshmen won't Surendra Singh and l\'Irs.
have as far to walk to get to Shelia MacCambridge.
class anym'ore, according to
The conference w o r k e d
Clyde B. Hill, assistant dean around-the-clock and covered
for administrative affairs.
such topics as: What is
At their J une 12 meeting, 'giftedness' and how might it
the Traffic ' Committee decid- · be identified?; What type(s)
ed that "due to half the regu- of program(s) serve gifted
lar enrollment of the regular children? ; How much fund ing
school year," freshmen com- is ne.c essary for a gifted chilmuters could park in the com- dren progr a m and how should
muter lots.
it be used?; and What is the
During the rest of the year, place of research in furHill said, commuter freshmen thering education of the gifted?
park in lots 10 and 19.
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